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Abstract

Three cohesionless free flowing materials of different density were mixed in an air fluidized bed to study the mixing process by calculating performance of mixing index according to Rose equation (1959) and to study the effect of four variables (air velocity, mixing time, particle size of trace component and concentration of trace component) on the mixing index and as well as on mixing performance.

It was found that mixing index increases with increasing the air velocity, mixing time and concentration of trace component until the optimum value. Mixing index depends on the magnitude of difference in particle size.

The first set of experiments (salt then sand then cast iron) give higher mixing index and better performance of mixing than the second set of experiments (sand then salt then cast iron).

Box-Willson method was used to minimize number of experiments and to represent the relationship between the variables.
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Introduction

Mixing is the treatment of two or more components in such away that the individual particles of the different components in the mixture are evenly distributed and lie adjacent to each other within the highest possible probability [1].

Mixing is important and essential component in many operations. Material properties and the quality of the final products are highly dependent on equipment mixing performance [2].

Particles will change their relative positions only when subjected to movement. Once movement begins, the particles may randomize or segregate depending on both the type of movement imposed on the system and on the physical characteristics of the constituent [3].

There are many different types of mixers are used in the mixing of solids materials and in the present study an air fluidized bed was used.

Gas fluidized beds are successfully applied to different physical and chemical processes, for example solids mixing, solids drying, catalytic oil cracking and coal combustion. It is important for the modeling of processes occurring in fluidized beds to have knowledge about the nature of the fluidized particles, how they move, how, if at all, they make contact and how segregation of a typical particles takes place [4].
In fluidized beds, particles of different size and / or density are moving to reach other; equilibrium is set up between the competitive mechanisms of mixing and segregation. This leads to a variation in solid composition over the height of the bed, the flotsam tending to rise and the jetsam tending to sink. The comprehensive study of single and binary component systems has shown that particle movement is caused solely by the bubbles [5].

Some of the previous studies had shown that solid materials could be classified according to Burak classification about role of division of powder. It had been suggested by Burak that particles below 100 μm are nearly always cohesive, particles above 400 μm are generally free- flowing and particles with sizes between 100 and 400 μm may be free-flowing or cohesive [6].

It was found that material pairs could be grouped as “easy” or “difficult” mixtures depending upon the absence of segregation tendency. “Non-easy” mixtures were produced whenever differences in specific gravity and/or particles size occurred between the two mixture components [7].

Statistical analysis has been a major tool of solids mixing investigations because of the random nature of particle movement. The statistical degrees of mixing are essentially different forms of the mean deviation, standard deviation or variance [8].

Rose [9] proposed an expression to evaluate the degree of mixing:

\[ M = 1 - \left( \frac{\delta}{\delta_0} \right) \]  

Where:

\[ \delta_i = x(x - 1) \]  

\[ \delta = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - \bar{X})^2}{n - 1}} \]  

\[ \bar{X} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} X_i \]

Which, it is the most appropriate to determine the final state of a mixture, this was approved by Yano and Sano when they set up nine expressions for the degree of mixing and they compared the particular definitions using the experimental data.

The mixing degree defined by Rose (Eq. 1) can be applied only when the mixing value scale has been specified. A scale thus specified is proposed and presented in Table 1 [10].

The developed experimental models can be used widely for analyzing the mixing and segregation characteristics of the homogeneous binary mixtures of particles over a good range of the operating parameters [11].

Table 1 proposed scale of mixture quality [10]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of mixture</th>
<th>Boundary value of M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Un-satisfactory</td>
<td>0.7 – 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairly good</td>
<td>0.8 – 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>0.9 – 0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>0.94 – 0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>&gt; 0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mixing process is usually followed by sampling in order to assess the process. Unlike liquid mixing, which can always produces a homogenous mixture; solids mixing always produce an inhomogeneous mixture. Therefore, the most important and desirable step is to get samples represent the whole mixture. However, there is always difference between the sample and the mixture. The aim of this research is to achieve efficient mixing.

**Experimental Work**

**Application of Box-Willson design method**

To design the experiments, the operating ranges of variables are:

- Air velocity range from 0.408 to 0.566 m/s and designated as X₁.
- Mixing time range from 1 to 5 minutes, and designated as X₂.
- Particle size of trace component range from 0.4 to 1.09 mm and designated as X₃.
- Concentration of trace component range from 5 to 25% by weight and designated as X₄.

**Materials**

Sand with particle size of 0.74 mm was used, salt with the same size was used and if it was used as a trace component its particle size was 0.4, 0.57, 0.74, 0.915 and 1.09 mm and cast iron which was used always as a trace component in all sets and it’s particle size 0.4, 0.57, 0.74, 0.915 and 1.09 mm.

Each component was close-sieved to give a narrow size distribution. The physical properties of the material are tabulated in Table 2.

Table 2 Physical properties of the materials [12]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical properties</th>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Salt</th>
<th>Cast iron</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real density, kg/m³</td>
<td>2530</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>7030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape factor</td>
<td>0.6-0.861</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface properties</td>
<td>Non-cohesive free flowing</td>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Same besides magnetic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Equipment
Equipment consisting mainly of the following parts:
A. Fluidization system:
1. Fluidization column: Experiments were conducted in a 150 mm ID Q.V.F glass column, 900 mm in height and open at the top to the atmosphere.
2. Air distributor Plate: it is covered with wire screen to prevent particles leakage. The distributor was placed firmly between the cylindrical section and the conical section using two flanges equipped with gaskets.
3. Air flow rate measurement: Air is supplied by means of a compressor (type LMF) which is used as a fluidizing gas. Air is fed to a copper coil then to a damping tank to minimize plus fluctuations in flow rate. The air was metered by means of a globe valve for each rot meter. The rot meters were calibrated using wet gas meter device.
4. The pressure drop across the material was measured by using a U-tube manometer filled with water.
   Drawing samples from the fluidized bed by means of a pipe made from taflon which is connected to the vacuum.
Fig 1 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental setup.

B. Spinning riffler sampler type (Q-Retsch) consisting of the following parts:
1. Receiver (Conical hopper) of dimensions 190 mm upper diameter, 300 mm height diameter, 27 mm outlet diameter and 40 mm outlet channel length.
2. Vibratory feeder which is a rectangular channel of 200 mm length and 50 mm width (with side wedges of 20 mm height). Variables vibration (range of vibration 0 to 100) was used to control flow rate of sample from the hopper.
3. Spinning riffler divider: which is dividing and reducing dry granular material by golden rule method, consisting of small receiving hopper (cylindrical shape of 180cm³ capacity), leading to a dividing channel to eight sample jars. Constant speed of rotation of 100 rpm was used.

Procedure
The choice of using the materials was strongly based on the utilized of available and easy analyzable materials. A mixture of sand and salt could be separated by dissolving out the salt and drying sand. For a mixture of cast iron, salt and sand, a magnetic bar was utilized to easy separation of the components both for analysis of the samples and for removing all trace material from the bed.
The total weight of the charged was 2500 g. The procedure in all experiments was basically the same.
1. Weighted quantities of the particulate components (according to Box-Wilson design of experiments) were poured into the column carefully to obtain a horizontal interface between the components.
2. Air at chosen flow rate was set for a desired time to ensure that mixing was achieved.
After the desired time, the source of air flow rate was shut down and when the bed settled ten samples were taken from ten different positions axially and radically, which are position 1cm above the air distributor and spaced 2 cm axially between them and 1.5 cm radically.
   a. Each sample was loaded to the spinning riffler sampler where it subdivided into eight jars.
   b. Each jar was weighted.
   c. For a mixture of sand and salt: the salt was dissolved using water, the sand was filtered and dried. For a mixture of cast iron with sand and salt the cast iron in each jar was separated magnetically and the remaining components were re-weighted and the weight of cast iron was obtained by subtracted the weight of other components from the total weight.

Results and Discussion
The minimum fluidized velocity of each component was found by preliminary tests which were carried out to find the amount of air which are sufficient to fluidize the considered materials and it was found that:

\[ U_{mf_\text{cast iron}} (0.408 \text{ m/s}) > U_{mf_\text{sand}} (0.29 \text{ m/s}) > U_{mf_\text{salt}} (0.283 \text{ m/s}) \]

Statistical analysis
Estimation the coefficients of the proposed correlation
Using the experimental data which are fitted by nonlinear regression analysis STATISTICA software, the coefficients of the second order polynomial are estimated.
The optimum conditions of the four variables that correspond to the maximum mixing index for each set of experiments are found they were: air velocity=0.526 m/s, mixing time=4 min, particle size of trace component=0.74 mm and concentration of trace component=10% by weight.

Maximum values of mixing index for set (1) was 0.9554 while for set (2) was 0.9298. According to Table 1 the first set of experiments gives very good mixing and the second set of experiments gives good mixing.

**Effect of studied variables on the mixing index**

The effect of each variable (air velocity, mixing time, particle size of trace component and concentration of trace component) on the mixing index is found by studying each variable separately from other variables by keeping them constant at their optimum values and this is represented in Fig. 2 to 5. Each figure represents the two sets of experiments.

In Fig. 2, the effect of air velocity on the mixing index is shown, it can be noticed that mixing index is increased with increasing air velocity until the air velocity reaches an optimum value at which the maximum mixing index is reached. After this value however the air velocity is increased, the mixing index is decreased.

Previous work has shown that mixing does not occur until a gas velocity is reached at which the bed is bubbling, and the lowest possible velocity at which this happens is the lower of the two fluidization velocities \(U_f\). As the gas velocity increases further, so the rate of bubbling increases, and this leads to improve mixing [13].

The volume of gas passing through the system in the form of bubbles is approximately equal to the excess volumetric flow rate and as a bubble rose through the upper layer it took with it a wake composed of material from the lower layer. But it has already been mentioned that segregation is optimized by the presence of small bubbles in the bed by the use of small excess gas velocity [3].

Mixing depends on the rate of bubbling but this does not necessarily increase with increasing gas flow-rate, so any further increasing in air velocity mixing index may be decreased [14].

Fig. 3 shows the effect of mixing time on mixing index, it can be noticed that the behavior of mixing index with mixing time is the same as the behavior of mixing index with air velocity and this in agreement with Fan model (sited in [15]), which states that mixing effect increases with increasing time but as mentioned previously the mixed state represents an intermediate state so that the segregation effect will appear as the mixing time increases.

In Fig. 4 the effect of particle size on mixing index is shown. Particles size difference is by far the most important and most serious cause of segregation [3].
According to Ashton and Valentin [7], the easy mixture was produced whenever there is no difference in particle sizes between the two components. Therefore the segregation effect is found when there is a particle sizes difference. “Non-easy” mixtures were produced whenever differences in specific gravity or particle sizes occurred between the two mixture components. The extent of segregation occurring was related to the magnitude of difference in specific gravity or particle sizes.

Fig. 5 shows the effect of concentration of trace component on mixing index. Mixing index increases with increasing the concentration of trace component until it reaches an optimum value after it the demixing increases and mixing index decreases.

The mixing of the particles is due to bulk solids circulation this circulation decreases with increasing density for mixture [14].

As mentioned before that according to Ashton and Valentin [7] the mixtures can be classified to easy mixtures (same particle sizes of the components) and non-easy mixtures (different particle sizes of the components). It’s now clear that when the particles are of different sizes and/or density, problems of segregation occur and according to Harwood et al. [16] the free-flowing/free-flowing powder pairs had very tendency to segregation due to the difference in particle sizes between the components which were used. According to Fan et al. [15] these differences in size and/or density on rate appears to follow the path of rising very rapidly initially, passing through a maximum, and diminishing to a point of equilibrium.

Fig. 6 shows the interaction effect between air velocity and particle size of trace component on the mixing index. As shown in Fig. 6 mixing index increases with increasing concentration of trace component (salt or cast iron) on mixing index. This figure indicates that mixing index increases with increasing mixing time and with continuing in mixing process. It reaches an optimum value (where the maximum value of mixing index can be obtained) then the segregation effect will appear as mixing time increases and this behavior agrees with Fan’s model. The interaction effect of concentration of trace component (salt or cast iron) in consideration it can be seen that mixing index increases with increasing concentration of trace component until the concentration reaches it’s optimum value which it was equal to 10 % by weight.

Fig. 7 shows the interaction effect of mixing time and concentration of trace component (salt or cast iron) on mixing index. This figure indicates that mixing index increases with increasing concentration of trace component until it the demixing increases and mixing index decreases.

As shown in Fig. 7 mixing index increases with increasing concentration of trace component because the increasing of distribution of particles of trace component between the other component (sand or salt or sand-salt) particles (Lacey [17]). According to Poole et al. [18] high ratio of tracer blends are more easily randomized than low ratio ones, and after this optimum value with continuation of mixing process the vibration segregation effect will appear when the larger particles tend to rise to the surface [19]. Therefore, the effect of different particle size on mixing index has a higher effect than the increasing of air velocity.
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Fig. 6 Interaction effect between air velocity and mixing time on mixing index

Fig. 7 Interaction effect between air velocity and particle size on mixing index

Fig. 8 Interaction effect of mixing time and concentration of trace component on mixing index
Fig. 9 Interaction effect of concentration and particles size of trace component on mixing index

Fig. 10 Interaction effect between air velocity and concentration of trace component on mixing index

Fig. 11 Interaction effect of mixing time and particle size of trace component on mixing index

Fig. 10 shows the interaction effect of air velocity and concentration of trace component (cast iron) on the mixing index. It can be seen that mixing index increases with increasing air velocity in the same manner as that shown in Fig. 6, and with increasing concentration of trace component until they reach their optimum values.

Fig. 11 shows the interaction effect of mixing time and particle sizes of trace component on mixing index. It can be noticed that mixing index increases with increasing
mixing time in the same manner as that shown in figure 3, and the particle sizes of trace component (salt or cast iron) which will give the maximum value of mixing index (higher performance of mixing) is equal to 0.74 mm. Examining the data it can be noticed that the presence of a modest sizes difference will tend to accelerate the rate of mixing in comparison with the case of identical particles. The effect of segregation increase and mixing index decrease, and the behavior of particle size of trace component agree with Ashton and Valentin [7].

Conclusions
1. Particle size and density differences are the main cause of segregation which has an appreciable effect in the range used.
2. Mixing index increases with increasing the air velocity, time of mixing and concentration of trace component until they reach their optimum values.
3. Mixing index depends on the magnitude of different particle size so when there is no particle size difference between the main component and the trace component, best mixing will be achieved.
4. Set (1) gives higher mixing index and better performance of mixing than set (2).

Nomenclature

\[ dp \quad \text{Particle size, mm} \]
\[ M \quad \text{Mixing index} \]
\[ n \quad \text{Number of samples} \]
\[ t \quad \text{Mixing time, min} \]
\[ U \quad \text{Superficial gas velocity (measured on an empty bed), m/s} \]
\[ \delta \quad \text{Standard deviation} \]
\[ \delta o \quad \text{Standard deviation of totally segregated mixture} \]
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